Behavioral compensations in a positional learning and memory task by aged monkeys.
The present experiment assessed learning and memory of a positional task by evaluating behavioral strategies as well as accuracy of a task in four young and four aged monkeys. They were tested in a delayed response (DR) task that has been widely used to study animal models of aging. The task consisted of two phases; an acquisition of the task and a positional memory test with five delay times (1-30 s). There was no clear difference between age groups in the number of trials needed for acquisition of the task. However, an analysis of behavior revealed differences in behavioral characteristics displayed during testing. The young monkeys showed various irrelevant behaviors during the execution of the task. In contrast, the aged monkeys consistently concentrated on the task exhibiting no behaviors irrelevant to the task. These results showed than the aged monkeys' performance was supported by a different behavioral strategy from the young monkeys. The results of the memory test were similar to those of the acquisition on the accuracy and the behavior. The aged monkeys depended on behavioral cues to preserve their positional memory, especially during the task. The present study suggests that cognitive impairments in aged monkeys can be compensated for by employing behavioral strategies.